
29 December, 2008 

To: 
Mr. Wayne Yoshioka 
Director Department of Transportation Services 
City and County of Honolulu 
650 South King St. 3rd Floor 
Honolulu 
HI 96813 
FAX: (808) 587-6080 

Subject: Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) "Honolulu High-capacity transit 
corridor Project", Issue: DEIS provides misleading information on Managed Lane Alternative 
(MLA) 

Fact: 

DEIS page 2-5, paragraph 4, states "The Managed Lane Alternative would have generated the greatest 
amount of air pollution, required the greatest amount of energy for transportation...." 

Discussion: 

1) Table 3-12 of the Alternative Analysis, a.m. peak hour Screenline Volume at Kalauao, shows that 
traffic volume on H-1 (full rated capacity 9,500 vph) rises from the current 11,000 vph to 17,400 vph in 
2030 after the $6.0 Billion Rail is built and operating. Conclusion: After expenditure of $6.0 Billion 
for rail, traffic overload on H-1 will increase from 1,500 vph to nearly 8,000 vph and will not eliminate 
the traffic bottlenecks at the H-1/H-2 merge and at the Middle Street merge. 

2) The three-lane MLA has the capacity to eliminate the two major H-1 bottlenecks: 

From Table 3-12 of city 2006 Nov Alternative Analysis: 
- Rail only: capacity = 6000 commuters per peak hour (equivalent 5000 vehicles per peak hour.) 
- H-1 only: rated capacity = 9,500 vehicles per hour (equivalent 15,400 commuters per hour 
- H-1 forecast yr 2030 traffic load = 17,500 vehicles per hour per City AA Table 3-12 (or 8,000 vph 
overload = 9,600 commuters per hour) 

- Managed Lane three-Lane HOV Reversible Flyover: capacity = 6,000 high occupancy vehicles per hour 
(equivalent 21,600 commuters per hour). Capacity based on HOV use on Flyover by 200 express buses 
per peak hour, car pools, van pools, green cars and HOV2. (50 pns per express bus and 5800 vph at avge 
two persons per vehicle). 

- Year 2030 commuter load by City AA Report = Rail (6000) + H-1 overload (9,600) + H-1 capacity 
(15,400) = 31,000 commuters. 

2030 Load = 31,000 commuters per hour 
Rail + H-1 = 21,400 commuters per hour 
Managed Lane HOV + H-1 = 37,000 commuters per hour 

Based on above calculations, rail does not have sufficient commuter capacity which will cause 9,600 
commuters to be stuck in gridlock on H-1 or stuck at rail stations (especially at stations between Waipahu 
and Kalihi). Managed Lane HOV Alternative will eliminate congestion and bottlenecks on H-1. 
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3) Rail will result in causing 17,400 vph to be stuck in gridlock on H-1 and will thus cause more pollution 
and more gas used by commuters. Conversely, the MLA will eliminate traffic gridlock on H-1, create 
more efficient commuter travel and will therefore cause less pollution and energy use than rail transit. 

Recommendation: 

It is recommended that the DEIS be revised throughout to indicate that the MLA causes less pollution and 
energy use than rail transit and that the Managed Lane Alternative be reinstated into the DEIS for further 
consideration as the locally preferred alternative. 

Respectfully, 

Ben Ramelb P.E. 
1148 Ala Lilikoi St 
Honolulu, HI 
96818 

Copy to: 
1) Mr. Ted Matley 
FTA Region IX 
201 Mission St. Suite 1650 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
FAX 415-744-2726 

2) Governor Linda Lingle 
Hawaii State Capitol 
415 S Beretania St. 5th Floor 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
FAX (808) 586-0006 

3) Honolulu City Council Members 
FAX (808) 867-5011 
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